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Annex  
 

Summary Excerpts from Tender Document  
for the Design-and-Build Contract of the Tamar Development Project 
 
 
(1) Basis for tender evaluation 

 
 Tender submissions are evaluated against a comprehensive list of 

criteria set out in the Marking Scheme.  The quality 
considerations will take up 60% of the overall score.  These 
include the design and aesthetic aspects; planning, sustainability 
and environmental aspects; and functional and technical aspects, 
etc.  Price considerations will take up the remaining 40%.  A 
copy of the Marking Scheme is in Appendix A.  (See Appendix 
B to the Notes to Tenderers) 
 

(2) Site Boundary 
 

The building site is bounded by Harcourt Road to the south, Tim 
Mei Avenue (Road D9) to the east, Tim Wa Avenue (Road D8) to 
the west and the future Road P2 to the north upon the completion 
of the Central Reclamation III project.  The boundary of the 
building site is also delineated on a drawing No. 
AB/6104/ERI/SK-01 (Appendix B).  (See para. 3 of General 
Obligations and Requirements of Part I of Employers’ 
Requirements) 

 
(3) Interrelationship Amongst Project Components  
 

The design should reflect the independent identities of the Central 
Government Complex (CGC) and the Legislative Council 
(LegCo) Complex, but also convey the special relationship 
linking their constitutional roles.  The design of the CGC should 
symbolise a responsible, open and transparent Government, and it 
should comprise no less than two blocks: a low block for 
accommodating the Chief Executive’s Office, the Executive 
Council and its Secretariat; and office block(s) for 
accommodating offices with core policy formulation functions.  
The LegCo Complex should project its independent and special 
status and image (transparent and dignified) of the Legislature.  
It should be free standing and distinguishable from the rest of the 
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development, and easily observable from the harbour without any 
view blockage.  (See para. 1 of General Obligations and 
Requirements of Part 1 of Employers’ Requirements; para. 1.2.3 
of Section A - General Requirements, and para. 2.1 of Section C - 
Legistlative Council Complex, in Part II of Employer’s 
Requirement.)   

 
(4) Pedestrian Linkages 

 
The design shall provide linkage both vertically and horizontally, 
within and outside the building site to facilitate pedestrian access 
to the building site and nearby structures and facilities in a safe, 
convenient and comfortable manner.  The Contractor shall 
design and construct two covered elevated walkways for the 
development.  To the east of the building site, one elevated 
walkway shall be provided for connecting the existing elevated 
walkway system linking CITIC Tower.  The other elevated 
walkway shall be provided to the south of the building site across 
Harcourt Road.  Pedestrian accessibiility to the Open Space and 
public realm should be maximized by providing direct, wide and 
convenient physical linkages of high landscape quality.  The 
building site will be linked to the waterfront promenade by an 
open space pedestrian deck over the underpass of the porposed 
Road P2 constructed under the CRIII project.  The Contractor 
shall ensure satisfactory connection to the deck for public use 
including the disabled.  (See paras. 2.5.2 and 2.5.5 of Section 
A –General Requirements of Part II of Employers’ Requirements) 

 
(5) Open Space – Greening and Accessibility 
 

The Open Space, with an area of no less than two hectares, shall 
be designed as a recreational open space for leisure and 
enjoyment of the public. The Open Space will be open to all 
members of the public.  The design of the Open Space shall 
have a high quality landscape setting to cater for multi-purpose 
functions, and shall be safe and easily accessible from 
surrounding pedestrian routes.   In addition to creating a 
significant green space in the Admiralty area, the Open Space 
should also act as a green conduit between the developed areas of 
Admiralty and the future waterfront promenade with convenient 
pedestrian connections.  Apart from the open space, usable roof 
areas shall be landscaped and trees and other vegetation shall be 
planted wherever appropriate. 
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An open piazza shall be provided and well integrated in the 
design theme of the Open Space.  It shall be easily accessed by 
the public and linked with the main pedestrian routes within the 
site. It shall be a focal point in the open space, where 
performances, community and entertainment events could be 
staged for public participation and enjoyment.  (See paras. 1.0, 
2.5, 2.6, 2.9 and 5.2 of Section D - Open Space; and para. 7.1 
(c)&(d) in Section A – General Requirements of Part II of 
Employer’s Requirement)   

 
(6) Water feature 

 
Within the Open Space, there should be a strip of amenity space 
of water surface (preferably), and/or grassland, and/or 
fountain-features etc. to separate the Central Government 
Complex (CGC), for which access may be restricted from time to 
time, from the rest of Open Space which will be designated for 
use of the public.  The strip of amenity space should no where be 
less than 10m wide outside and along the perimeter of the 
CGC.  It should be so designed to promote visual enjoyment and 
to discourage unscrupulous intrusion into the space. (See paras. 
2.1 and 2.2 of Section G – Security Requirements for Open Space 
of Part II of Employers’ Requirements). 

 
(7) Viewing gallery for the public 
 

There shall be a Multi-Purpose Hall in the future CGC for 
holding large conferences, receptions, and banquets.  The 
Entrance Foyer to Multi-purpose Hall serves both as an entrance 
to the Multi-purpose Hall and as a pre-function reception area for 
events, and shall be designed to accommodate large number of 
visitors and guests, including members of the public.  It shall 
have a full sea view for at least one of its major / widest external 
façade. The main partitioning between the Entrance Foyer and the 
Multi-purpose Hall Proper shall be able to open entirely so that 
full sea-view of the Entrance Foyer could be seen from most part 
of the Multi-purpose Hall Proper.  (See paras. 6.1, 7.1 and 7.4 of 
Section E – Supplementary Requirements of Part II of Employers’ 
Requirements). 

 
We agree in principle that the Multi-purpose Hall should be open 
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to the public as far as possible for different kinds of events.  The 
actual arrangement would be worked out having regard to 
security and operational needs of the CGC. 

 
(8) Environmental Protection and Sustainability  
 

To ensure that the Tamar development would be environmentally 
friendly and sustainable, we have set out in different parts of the 
tender document energy efficient and environmental requirements. 
Apart from compliance with the basic energy saving requirements 
set out in the tender document (including complying with Energy 
Codes” issued by EMSD; providing various energy saving 
building services equipment/devices; and using intelligent 
building management system with energy saving programmes 
and routines, etc), tenderers are required to demonstrate how their 
designs have taken every opportunity to develop and integrate 
energy saving measure and green strategies into the project.  The 
following items, by no means exhaustive, are general areas for 
environmental design considerations -  

 
(a) Sustainable Planning - use of materials and equipment 

with low life cycle cost 
   

(b) Enhancement to Environment - landscaping to improve 
micro-climate, including roof/sky gardens, balconies, use 
of water features, etc.  

 
(c) Planting and Other Vegetation - planting trees around 

individual buildings to share the flat surfaces; “green 
roofs”, etc. 

 
(d) Energy Conservation - appropriate building form and 

orientation to reduce heat gain; use of renewable and clean 
energy source; use of energy-efficient building services 
systems and equipment (energy efficient lamps, occupancy 
sensors for switching off lighting and air-conditioning etc.); 
solar heat considerations, etc. 

 
(e) Noise Impact - noise attenuation through building envelope 

design, master layout of building blocks, general layout of 
rooms and plant areas, etc. 

 
(f) Water Conservation - use water-saving fittings and 
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appliances; use of recycled water; collection, storage and 
use of rainwater, etc. 

 
(g) Use of Materials - use environmentally friendly materials 

such as materials with high recycled content and recyclable 
at disposal, materials requiring low maintenance, 
low-emission materials, etc. 

 
(h) Operation and Maintenance – measures to reduce 

maintenance costs and replacement; provide metering and 
performance monitoring devices for building 
services/equipments, etc. 

 
(For full details, please see para. 7.2 of Section A – General 
Requirements of Part II of Employers’ Requirements; and para. 
1.2.3 (a) of Section BS1 – General Requirements of Part IV of 
Employers’ Requirements) 

  
(9) Air Ventilation Study 
 

All tenderers are required to carry out Air Ventilation Assessment 
at the tender stage and a report shall be submitted as part of the 
tender submission. Specific technical requirements as set out in 
Appendix ERVI/PR/C to Part VI of Employers’ Requirements 
shall be followed for carrying out the AVA to assess the impacts 
of the design proposal on the pedestrian wind environment. (See 
para. 7.2 (a) of Part VI of Employers’ Requirements - Planning 
Requirements) 

 
Pursuant to this, a tender design’s performance in air ventilation 
will be assessed and marked against the assessment criterion on 
“air ventilation” under the Marking Scheme.  Coupled with 
other relevant considerations in the Marking Scheme, our goal is 
to ensure that the development on the Tamar site would not 
adversely affect the air ventilation on the site and in the 
surrounding area. 

 
(10) Waste Management  

 
There will be an Automatic Refuse Collection System (ARCS) 
for the development.  The whole operation shall be designed to 
be environmental-friendly, automatic, efficient and easy for 
maintenance access which shall minimize the spread of odour, 
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provide better hygienic control, and minimize the use of labour.  
It shall also provide a way of collecting the recycling materials 
separately, compacting the refuse and containing the smell. (See 
para. 3.11.2 of Section BS3 – Detailed Requirements and 
Specifications of Part IV of Employers’ Requirements- Building 
Services Requirements) 

 
(11) Openable Windows 
 

The curtain wall systems or window systems shall be designed 
and installed to comply with the statutory requirements for 
openable windows/venting for the purpose of natural ventilation 
or make up area of 1/16 of floor area of each floor.  Moreover, 
each peripheral cellular or open plan office shall be provided with 
at least one openable window at high level of the curtain 
wall/window systems.  In addition, the overall area of openable 
window(s) in the cellular room shall not be less than 1/16 of the 
floor area of the room.  (See para. 2.10 of Section F – Particular 
Specifications of Part II of Employers’ Requirements). 

 
(12) Barrier Free Access 
 

To facilitate better opportunities for people with different abilities 
to access buildings and open spaces, the overall designs should 
comply with the provisions of the comprehensive study on the 
issue of Universal Accessibility by Architectural Services 
Department.  The design and construction of the Works shall 
comply with the Design Manual on Barrier Free Access 1997, 
issued by the Buildings Department.  In addition, tactile guide 
paths (of satin stainless steel finish or other suitable materials) in 
accordance with Australian Standard AS 1428.4-1992, shall be 
provided for the visually handicapped in accordance with 
stipulated guidelines.  (See para. 2.7, 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 of Section 
A – General Requirements of Part II of Employers’ Requirements- 
Architectural Requirements) 
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Appendix NTT/B – Assessment of Tenders 
 

 
 
A. Assessment of the tenders comprises two stages. 
 
B. At Stage 1, the tenders will be vetted against a set of Mandatory Requirements.  At Stage 2, 

the tenders will be assessed based on a pre-determined Marking Scheme. 
 
C. The assessment will be carried out by the Special Selection Board with technical advice and 

support from the Technical Committee. 
 
 

Stage 1 - Screening 

 
The Tenderer’s submission must satisfy all Mandatory Requirements (MRs) listed below.  In the 
event that the Tenderer’s submission does not satisfy any one of the MRs, his tender shall be treated 
as non-conforming and shall not be considered. 
 
 
Mandatory Requirements (MRs) 

 
A.  Central  Government Complex 
 
CGC-1 The Central Government Complex (CGC) shall comprise no less than two blocks. 
  
CGC-2 The low block of CGC shall not be connected to any other building at or above the level 

of its Main Entrance Foyer, except for any covered walkways that may be provided at the 
level of its Main Entrance Foyer. 

 
CGC-3 The office block (or in case there is more than one block, the office blocks as a single 

unit) of CGC shall not be connected to any other building at or above the level of its 
Main Entrance Foyer, except for any covered walkways that may be provided. 

 
CGC-4 There shall be no carparks, plant rooms or other compartments within the footprint of the 

low block of CGC below the level of the Main Entrance Foyer, except for separated lift 
lobbies and staircases giving access to (a) a safe and dedicated passageway leading to the 
office block(s) of the CGC, (b) a passageway leading to a dedicated drop-off/ pick up 
area at the lower ground level, and (c) a secured passageway from the loading and 
unloading area of the CGC.  

 
 
B. LegCo Complex  
 
LC-1 The LegCo Complex shall be free standing on the project site. 
 
LC-2 The LegCo Complex shall comprise one low block and at least one higher block. 
 
LC-3 The building height of the higher block(s) shall not exceed 86 metres measuring from the 

street level to the level of roof over the highest usable floor space in the block(s) concerned. 
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LC-4 The Chamber shall be of a size of not less than 1,574 m2 (NOFA), of which a seating area of 
not less than 300m2 (NOFA) shall be provided behind the last row to allow for any future 
expansion of Members’ seating.   

 
LC-5 The roof of the Chamber shall be the highest point of the low block. 
 
LC-6 The plenary hall of the Chamber and the Ante-Chamber shall be located on the same floor 

and the travel distance between the nearest entrances of the two facilities shall not exceed 
50 metres. 

 
LC-7 The total horizontal travel distance (as measured on plan) between the furthest entrances of 

the plenary hall of the Chamber and any Members’ offices shall not exceed 140 metres. 
 
LC-8 The total horizontal travel distance (as measured on plan) between the furthest entrances of 

the plenary hall of the Chamber and the Dining Hall shall not exceed 140 metres. 
 
LC-9 The Main Entrance Foyer which serves as the main entrance to the low block shall comprise 

a lobby hall of a size not less than 470m2 (NOFA). 
 
LC-10 There shall be not less than two entrances in the low block: the Main Entrance for all users 

and formal reception for VIP, and the Members’ Entrance for the sole use by LegCo 
Members.  The passenger drop-off point and the walkway from the drop-off point to the 
Main Entrance shall be covered. 

 
LC-11 There shall be not less than two entrances in the high block(s): a public entrance with access 

to the facilities in the high block(s) and a vehicular access to a loading bay.  
 
LC-12 There shall be not less than 120 parking spaces for private cars, be they on ground level or 

underground level(s).  The total horizontal travel distance (as measured on plan) between 
any of the parking spaces and the furthest entrance of the lift lobby(ies) leading to the Main 
Entrance Foyer(s) of the low block and high block(s) shall not exceed 140 metres. 

 
LC-13 The design of the Complex shall allow for any future expansion horizontally and/or 

vertically.  Each phase of expansion shall be capable of providing an additional NOFA of 
about 2,300 m2 (for 15 additional Members).  The total potential expansion need not be 
more than 9,200 m2   (NOFA). 

 
 
Stage 2 - Marking  
 
The technical submission (quality aspect) and tender price (price aspect) of a tender will be assessed 
in parallel by two assessment teams.  The Technical Committee will assess the technical submission 
of a tender against the Quality Aspect of the Marking Scheme and a Price Assessment Team 
appointed by the Director of Architectural Services will assess the price submission.  The 
assessment of the Price Assessment Team will only be given to the Technical Committee after 
completion of the assessment of the technical submissions by the Technical Committee.  The 
Technical Committee will present its assessments on the quality aspect of the technical submission 
and the price submission to the Special Selection Board for marking.  The Special Selection Board 
will take into account the assessments made by the Technical Committee, and the public viewing 
analysis made by the consultant, prior to making assessment of the tender submissions against the 
Marking Scheme. The assessment by the Special Selection Board will be completed before any 
tenderer is asked to obtain town planning permission pursuant to the Special Condition of Tender 
SCT Clause 19 of the tender document.   
 
 
Tender submissions will be marked as follows– 
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Marking Scheme 
 
I. Quality Aspect  (Weighting: 60%) 
 

Evaluation Criteria/ Sub-Criteria Maximu
m Marks Aspects 

1.0 Planning, Sustainability and Environmental Aspects, Functional Aspects, Technical Aspects, 
Maintenance Aspects and Life Cycle Plan, Construction Aspects, Quality Assurance and Safety, 
and Offer Exceeding Requirements   (Maximum: 55 marks)  

 1.1 Planning, Sustainability and Environmental Aspects (Maximum: 15 marks) 

  (i) Planning aspects 

 

7 - Conformity with planning requirements, i.e. 
land use zonings, open space provision, 
building height restrictions, and protection of 
ridgeline and harbour views (2) 

- Connectivity to the public transport nodes, 
waterfront promenade and surrounding areas 
(2) 

- Building disposition and relation between 
buildings and open space (1)  

- Air ventilation (2) 

  (ii) Environmental aspects 5 - Environmentally friendly design incorporating 
innovative green features (2) 

- Building orientation and design to optimize 
daylight utilization and to control undesirable 
heat gain and to enhance cooling effect in 
summer (1)  

- Project-specific Environmental Management 
Plan including Environmental Policy with 
proposals and procedures for prevention of 
dust, water, noise, odor pollution; and proposal 
to minimize wastes and cost effective solutions 
to handle wastes during and after construction 
of the project (1) 

- Response to land contamination issue and 
avoidance of encroachment on former seabed 
with practical and effective proposal to handle 
contaminated wastes (1) 

  (iii) Energy efficiency 
aspects 

3 - Incorporation of energy saving measures 
including cost benefit analysis (1) 

- Overall energy approach and consideration of 
the use of clean and renewable energy 
technologies (1) 

- Compliance with the Energy Codes (1) 
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Evaluation Criteria/ Sub-Criteria Maximu
m Marks Aspects 

 1.2 Functional Aspects (Maximum: 13 marks) 

  (i) Site parameters 2 - Compliance with site parameters in 
Engineering Conditions (2) 

  (ii) Schedule of 
accommodation area 
requirements  

4 - Meeting Schedule of Accommodation and 
Room Data Sheet requirements, including car 
parking and ancillary provisions (3) 

- Adequacy of construction floor area and gross 
floor area provisions (1) 

  (iii) Function and spatial 
requirements and 
circulation design 

 

7 Functional and spatial requirements:  

- Appropriate grouping and zoning of facilities 
to meet operational and security requirements 
(1.5) 

- Efficient internal layouts and circulation routes 
(1) 

- Modular approach to office planning to achieve 
functional efficiency (0.5) 

- Quality office environment in terms of 
headroom, natural lighting, views and spatial 
proportions (0.5) 

- Compliance with Building (Planning) 
Regulations (1) 

- Meeting design requirements of the Open 
Space and contribute to the vibrancy and sense 
of place of the harbourfront (0.5) 

Circulation design: 

- Clear and efficient vehicular circulation design 
including location, planning and layout of 
pedestrian and vehicular entrances, drop-off 
areas, loading/ unloading areas, traffic routes, 
emergency vehicular access, refuse collection 
and car parking to meet operational needs (1) 

- Direct and convenient pedestrian circulation 
including location, planning and layout of 
pedestrian entrances with adequate vertical and 
horizontal linkages and appropriate 
combination of at-grade and elevated 
pedestrian links and provision of barrier-free 
design for the disabled (1)  

 1.3 Technical Aspects (Maximum: 10 marks) 

  (i) Structural 4 - Structural design to facilitate buildability and 
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Evaluation Criteria/ Sub-Criteria Maximu
m Marks Aspects 

requirements minimise construction risks (0.5) 

Effectiveness of structure: 

- Effectiveness of superstructure  (1.5) 

- Effectiveness of foundation and basement (0.5) 

- Effectiveness of the elevated walkways (0.5) 

Robustness: 

- Approach and methodology (0.5) 

- Identification and consideration of key 
structural elements (0.5) 

  (ii) Building Services 
requirements 

4 - Efficient design and planning of services and 
plant rooms (1) 

- Intelligent and innovative building services 
design to include intelligent building 
management control, energy management 
control, interactive communication services 
and IT infrastructure to cope with advanced 
technology (1) 

- Allowance for future changes to building 
services systems and flexibility to cater for 
irregular operating hours in separate zones (1) 

- Meeting of required indoor environment and 
air quality standards (1) 

  (iii) Design for future 
expansion 

2 - Compliance with future expansion 
requirements (0.5) 

- Flexibility and ease of future expansion (0.5) 

- Minimal disruption to existing operations 
during expansion works (0.5) 

- Cost effective design solution for future 
expansion (0.5) 

 1.4 Maintenance Aspects and Life Cycle Plan (Maximum: 8 marks) 

  (i) Ease of maintenance 3 - Construction design and materials to facilitate 
low maintenance cost (1) 

    - Application of flexible systems to cater for 
easy re-planning during and after construction 
of the project (1) 

- Easy and convenient access to building 
services and utility installations (0.5) 

- Resilient and reliable design to cater for break 
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Evaluation Criteria/ Sub-Criteria Maximu
m Marks Aspects 

down and regular servicing (0.5) 

  (ii) Quality and durability 2 - High quality, durable and environmental 
friendly building materials (1) 

- High quality, durable and reliable building 
services design and equipment requiring 
minimum replacement, repair and maintenance 
(1) 

  (iii) Life Cycle Plan 3 - Cost effective design with consideration on 
design life and life cycle plan (1.5) 

- Analysis of the design with life cycle cost or 
energy projections (1.5) 

 1.5 Construction Aspects (Maximum: 6 marks) 

  (i) Method Statement 4 - Understanding and analysis of the major and 
critical design and construction activities (1) 

- Understanding of site constraints and effect on 
adjoining structures (0.5) 

- Detailed description of design and construction 
sequences and building services installations 
(0.5) 

- Adoption of fast track or innovative 
construction methods (1) 

- Incorporation and description of major 
specialist works (0.5) 

- Proposals for temporary works and monitoring 
construction impacts (0.5) 

  (ii) Programme 2 - Detailed and comprehensive programme with 
realistic and achievable targets and milestones 
for both design and construction activities (1.5) 

- Differentiating completion of the Works in 
different work packages to facilitate 
monitoring, testing and commissioning, and 
handover (0.5) 

 1.6 Quality Assurance and Safety (Maximum: 2 marks) 

  (i) Quality management 
system and 
procedures 

1 - Project specific Quality Plan including Quality 
Policy and Quality System (1) 

  (ii) Safety plan  1 - Project specific Safety Plan including the 
Policy Statement, risk assessment and 
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Evaluation Criteria/ Sub-Criteria Maximu
m Marks Aspects 

proposals to address the risks identified (1) 

 1.7 Offer Exceeding Requirements (Maximum: 1 mark) 

  Added-value offers 1 - Use of innovative and advance technology and 
promote transfer of technology (0.5) 

- Added-value proposals other than those stated 
in the Employer’s Requirements which provide 
the Employer with long term benefits (0.5) 

2.0 Design and Aesthetic Aspects (Maximum: 45 marks) 

 2.1 Projection of Hong Kong’s 
position as Asia’s world city 

9 Considerations include: 

- Distinct Hong Kong identity and projecting 
Hong Kong’s image as a cosmopolitan city; 

- Distinct design concept; 

- Quality of architectural design;  

- Quality of landscape design; and 

- Prestigious and dignified appearance 
appropriate for the project 

 2.2 Response to the urban 
context and development of 
a prime civic core in Hong 
Kong 

9 Considerations include: 

- Enhancement of the urban fabric, the cityscape 
and the image of Hong Kong’s Central 
Business District; 

- Projection of distinctive images as Hong 
Kong’s prime civic core; 

- Promotion of public perception of an open and 
accessible government through the design;  

- Connectivity with waterfront and surrounding 
areas; and 

- Integration of landscaping design to enhance 
quality of open space and complement building 
design. 

 2.3 Response to the natural 
context of the development, 
including the ability to 
respond to its unique 
waterfront setting, ridgeline 
protection, view to the 
harbour, visual 
permeability, and to achieve 
sustainability and 

9 Considerations include: 

- Response to the protection of ridgeline, the 
protection of harbour vista, and integration 
with the waterfront setting; 

- Height, disposition and design of buildings and 
layout of open space to achieve visual 
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Evaluation Criteria/ Sub-Criteria Maximu
m Marks Aspects 

environmental friendliness permeability; and 

- Promotion of environmentally friendly designs 
for the building and the open space 

 2.4 Projection of the distinct 
identities of the Central 
Government Complex and 
the Legislative Council 
Complex. 

9 Considerations include: 

- Distinct and identifiable image for CGC and 
LegCo Complex; 

- Visual projection of open, transparent, efficient 
and responsible image of Government for 
CGC; and 

- Visual projection of LegCo’s independent, 
open and transparent image for LegCo 
Complex 

 2.5 User-friendliness 9 Considerations include: 

- Operational efficiency; 

- Quality of spatial and interior design; 

- User-friendliness of the building and the open 
space; and 

- Flexibility and capacity for future change 

Total 100  

 
Each aspect of the sub-criteria of Evaluation Criteria 1.0 and 2.0 will be assessed to derive the 
marks awarded for the respective sub-criteria. The cumulative marks of all sub-criteria will be 
the sub-total marks for each criterion.  The cumulative marks of Evaluation Criteria 1.0 and 2.0 
will derive the total marks for quality aspect. 
 
 
Weighted marks for quality aspect (Quality Score) of a particular tender is determined as 
follows: 

 
• The conforming tender with the highest total marks for quality aspect (“highest quality 

scorer”) will score the maximum Quality Score of 60. 
 
• Quality Score for other conforming tenders will be calculated using a formula:- 

 

Quality Score = 60 
x

Qn 
Q1 

 
 

Where Qn is total marks for quality aspect of the respective conforming tender in 
question; and 

 Q1 is the total marks for quality aspect of the “highest quality scorer” 
 
 
II. Price Aspect (Weighting:  40%) 
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Weighted marks for price aspect (Price Score) of a particular conforming tender is determined 
as follows:  

 
 The conforming tender with the lowest tender price (“lowest conforming tender”) will 

attain the maximum Price Score of 40. 

 Price Score for other conforming tenders will be calculated using a formula: 
 

Price Score = 40  x T1 
Tn 

 
Where  T1 is the tender price of the “lowest conforming tender”; and  

Tn is the tender price of the respective conforming tender in question. 
 

Note: For the purpose of calculating the Price Scores, tender prices will be 
reduced to “net present value”.  

 
 
Final Overall Score 
 
Final overall score for any particular conforming tender is the sum of the respective Quality Score and 
Price Score attained by the tender in question. 
 
For the purpose of calculation using the formula above, a conforming tender has to at least satisfy all 
Mandatory Requirements as listed under Stage 1 – Screening; has been submitted with all essential 
information specified in Clause 31 of the Special Conditions of Tender and should be submitted by a 
tenderer which complies with the conditions of participation. 
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